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>>> Klick Hier <<<
Prague Casinos and Gambling in Prague. I wanted this page to be a kind of “casino and gambling
guide” aimed at the widest possible audience. It has a good list of options because people were

constantly asking for advice about places to go and what to expect from little sports betting shops up to
the VIP casinos in many of Prague’s top hotels. So below you’ll find what’s available and some

recommended places to try. Prague has been in the news lately when the city council passed laws to
drastically reduce the amount of gambling in Prague. Largely this affects Herna Bars but areas 5, 6 and
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7 will not have casino licences granted or renewed so expect a few places will close. Currently none of
the Prague casinos on this page are affected. Sports Betting. This has to be the hardest and most

difficult option for gambling in Prague. The more I looked at the rules and sheer volume of sports on offer
not just in Prague but, worldwide it immediately became clear to me why some of these online betting

companies have done so well. Trying to explain to the guy behind the counter that you want to put 200Kc
on a certain player to score the next goal will give you a headache for sure. These are the original sport
bars in Prague. Places where people came to watch and bet on a game. Normally it was the full time

result but the bars will give odds on all sorts of things now. Quite frankly if you are in it to have a bit of fun
and try to break even then don’t look at this type of gambling. Slot Machines. Certainly Prague is not Las
Vegas when it comes to “playing slots”. No huge banks of machines here. You’ll find slot machines in 4

places. Casinos, Amusement arcades, Herna Bars and Pivnices. Casinos I will cover in the next section.
So that leaves the arcades and bars. In general Amusement Arcades are not very popular here and the
ones that are popular are reducing the number of “winning” types of games in favour of “shooting” and
“racing” games. Arcades are generally frequented by kids and the places do not have drinks licences.

Australian friends of mine told me that slot machines there are referred to as pokies. The trend however
is more and more towards online play. But if you are in Prague and fancy a beer with your game then that
brings me to what in Czech is called a Pivnice or Hospoda. Both of these are places where you can go

to get a drink and play cards with your drinking mates and the only difference is that a Hospoda generally
has a higher standard than a Pivnice. The scene will be the same though. Guy smoking with a beer in his

other hand leaning over the flashing beast deep in concentration about how best to use the “hold”
buttons. Seems highly addictive and the cost has definitely increased. Even 3 years ago you could find

slots that would take a 5Kc coin. Now you’ll be lucky to find one that takes less than a 20Kc. More cost to
play but more money to win. So what do you do when you’re on a roll but the place closes. Now it’s the
Herna Bar. Note that in 2020, of the 57 Prague districts, 41 of them banned any forms of commercial
gambling including slot machines. Herna Bars. Herna Bars are the places that have the lights on after

everybody else has closed and gone to bed. They will have a large sign outside saying “Non-Stop” and
its probable that you will not be able to see in through the window. Many of them are used by people

working at night as they (I’ve used them myself) will be selling food like pizza and burgers. Inside you’ll
find two or three slot machines. These places can acquire a pretty good reputation even providing

places for Police officers to stop for a break. Conversely they can attract the worst of the city. Either way I
would not want to be winning cash in a Herna Bar in the early hours of the morning. If you want to do your
gambling in safety then its off to the Prague casinos. Casinos. There are at least 20 casinos of various

standards in the city. Most are Non-Stop but may only get a good atmosphere after 10pm (this seems to
be when the service picks up as well). The law in Czech prohibits complimentary food or drink. After

11pm you’ll need to be in a hotel that does room service to get anything decent to eat. All of the Prague
casinos mentioned on this page allow free entry if you can show your passport or Schengen ID card. I’ve

picked a few places to play casino games below only because they are good examples and offer the
enjoyable atmosphere people are looking for. They all feature everything an experienced or a novice

gambler would be interested in. A wide variety of slot machines, as well as extensive table games, like
roulette and blackjack. If you’re new to these games, you can get a good feel for them by trying out the
online versions of popular casino games at sites. These games are just like the live versions and you
can play any of them or some poker games online to get comfortable playing before you hit the live

casinos. For the Texas Hold’em fanatic, the Prague casinos listed below all offer high end poker games.
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